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Vintage-Style Photo App Retrica  
by Venticake

Retrica offers 80 high-resolution, professionally-designed filters that can 
be applied before a photo is even taken.  The chic and deep filters make 
pictures pop, and are even usable with photo collages.  Time intervals can 
be set to take consecutive photos with friends.  A self-timer is available, as 
well as a photo booth option with 22 collage layouts.  Additional image  
features include: vignette, out-of-focus blur, and selectable borders.  There 
are also 15 Retrica logo watermarks to choose from, or this option can 
also be easily turned off all together in the settings.

Real-time Image Options on Android* tablets powered by 
Intel® Atom™ Processors

Thanks to Retrica, Android* tablets now provide photographers of all skill 
levels the opportunity to take customized pictures with ease.  The device’s 
high-resolution screen allows the available filters and photo effects to 
come to life.  Captured memories of life moments have never been easier 
to personalize and save.

The Retrica app is easily downloaded so that Android* users can elevate 
their photography experience into a high-quality and detailed adventure.  
The wide range of picture options can be fully appreciated only on devices 
with such a high-performance platform.  In addition, the mobility of  
Android* tablets guarantees that photographers of all ages will enjoy  
Retrica when taking in a great view during a vacation, enjoying a meal 
with friends, or capturing a memorable night out on the town.  

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
The development team at Venticake has collaborated with Intel® to optimize its creative photography app Retrica for 
Android* tablets powered by Intel® Atom™ Processors. Users of the device can now implement a world of filter and 
picture options easily while capturing memorable life moments from just about anywhere.
 

Features of Retrica for Intel 
Atom  Tablets for Android*
  
  • 80 professionally-designed, 
     real-time vintage filters 
     available
  • Filters can be applied even 
     before a photo is taken
  • 15 watermark logos that can be 
     turned on or off
  • Offers features like a self-timer, 
     photo booth layouts, and 
     selectable borders
  • Time intervals can be set to 
     take consecutive pictures



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Retrica Captures Personalized Memories for Intel Atom Processor-Based Tablets for Android*  

Mobile device users are now able to easily customize their pictures in real-time thanks to Retrica, the fun and easy-
to-use photography app.  The optimization for Android* tablets powered by Intel Atom Processors elevates the user 
experience to the next level.  The high-resolution screen supports the detailed visuals a photography app requires to 
be used to the fullest extent, especially when on-the-go.  Users of all ages and skill levels will smoothly adapt to the 
many options Retrica has to offer.  Android* tablets are the perfect forum for this completely personalized photogra-
phy experience.

Retrica is available for immediate download at the Google Play store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.venticake.retrica


